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Everything is designed

Angles, colours, constraints

Landscapes and paths: the corridor, for example

Vertical landscapes: the stairs, for example

Ponti's eyes, Riva's ways of seeing

Close-ups: the details

Too large, too small: the motives of a closet

Against furniture: transformed tables

Never only one thing

Inhabitants

Selected projects by Umberto Riva

Houses for temporary living

Casa Frea

Veronese

Casa Insinga

Casa Miggiano

Casa Righi

In Montreal, 28 February–5 March 2015

Giovanni Chiaramonte / Umberto Riva

In Mumbai and Alibag, June 2014

Mumbai–Alibag

Studio Mumbai as architectural practice

Wood, stones, bricks

Brooks, rain, basins, wells

The domestic landscape: the courtyards

Place, time, energy

Alibag–Mumbai

Selected projects by Bijoy Jain

Weavers' Studio

House in Chennai

Saat Rasta

House in Ahmedabad

Copper House II
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